Dine in Capri 2022
Michelin Star:

•

Mammà Thanks to the new chef at the helm in the kitchen, the cuisine at this restaurant has
become even more focused on simplicity and flavor, is full of color and features an interesting
play of textures, all of which result in elegant and generous Mediterranean dishes. The setting
is very much in harmony with the cuisine, offering a contrast between the light-colored decor
and the blue of the ceramic tableware.

•

Ristorante D'Amore Just a few metres from the town’s famous piazzetta, along the
picturesque street which leads to Tiberius’s villa, D’Amore is a contemporary-style restaurant
decorated in colours which echo those of the island and the sea. The menu features a selection
of local recipes and Mediterranean dishes all reinterpreted in creative fashion by the chef.
Beautiful outdoor terrace.

•

Ristorante Monzu The views of Faraglioni, Capri and the sea, especially from the outdoor
terrace, form much of the attraction of this restaurant, as do the romantic candlelit tables and
the native chef who conjures up classic dishes from Campania reinterpreted with taste and
imagination. Blazing sunsets and an evocative twilight ambience make the delightful Gin Club
& American Bar Monzù terrace the perfect place to sip a cocktail while waiting for your table.

•

Ristorante da Tonino Allow a good half-hour to get to this small restaurant with a simple
ambience and an airy terrace which is perfect in the heat of summer. The cuisine has its roots
in local traditions – its first courses are particularly good. There’s also an excellent wine
selection.

•

Gennaro Amitrano Owner-chef Amitrano has moved from the centre of Capri to Marina
Piccola, where his welcoming restaurant boasts beautiful sea views. Here he delights his
guests with imaginative dishes full of flavour.

Casual Dining / Drinks:

•
•
•

Ristorante Buca di Bacco Italian, Pizza, Mediterranean, Seafood, Neapolitan cuisine
Da Paolino Local cuisine, Italian, Neapolitan, Campania, Southern-Italian
La Campannina Restaurant La Capannina is the undisputed reign of original island cooking. A
place which unites Capri's gastronomic traditions with the heartfelt hospitality of the De
Angelis Family.

HAPPY TRAVELS!

